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these things that were strongly reinforced for us: live every day to its
fullest, be grateful for the little things, no amount of worry will change
the future, take advantage of technology (thank you Zoom and FaceTime), and stay connected to those you cherish.
While we don’t know what the future will look like, one thing is for
certain. We are so happy and thankful for our wonderful residents, their
families, our staff, and to live and work in such a great community. We
wish you a Happy, Healthy Holiday Season.

Coronavirus Cases 2020

As we wrap up construction and move into 2021, we look forward to
returning to the normal hum of everyday life and to having seven brand
new apartments to offer. Thank you, everyone, for your patience!
Hopefully without sounding too cliché, looking back at 2020 I offer

SCHEDULED OUTDOOR AND ZOOM OR FACETIME VISITS ARE ALWAYS
AVAILABLE. INDOOR VISITS ARE AVAILABLE WHEN CIRCUMSTANCES ALLOW
THEM. PLEASE CALL YOUR RESPECTIVE RECREATION DIRECTOR (BELOW)
FOR DETAILS OR TO SCHEDULE A VISIT.
Merri Anne Larensen, Director of IL/AL Recreation, can be reached at
recreation@thesaybrookathaddam.com or by calling 860-345-3774.
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Susan Judge, Director of Safe Harbor Recreation, can be reached at
sjudge@thesaybrookathaddam.com or by calling 860-345-3779.
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washing, not touching their faces,
covering coughs and sneezes, and
notifying the Wellness Department
if they aren't feeling well.
As this situation evolves, we will
continue to update our families on
the steps we are taking to protect
residents. Meanwhile, we are encouraging residents to maintain
meaningful family contact while
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selves
that we’re forced to
tap into amid adversity and
challenges and fearful unknown, uncertain circumstances. And when we do,
when we tap into the best
that’s within ourselves, we
become better. We evolve.

What A Year It’s Been!

HAPPY HOLIDAYS
We all know this will be a very different
Holiday Season; we want to make it as
joyful and special as possible for the
residents at The Saybrook at Haddam.
Now that Thanksgiving has passed,
we have started decorating the community with the help of residents. We
are happy to help residents decorate
their apartments
as well. If family wishes to drop
off decorations,
please make sure
items are boxed
and clearly marked
with the resident’s
name and leave
it at the reception
area. Our goal is
to provide an opportunity for family gift
exchanges as the holidays get closer.
This will depend heavily on our visitation status with regard to Covid. We’ll
keep you posted.
A tremendous thank-you to our staff
for their commitment, dedication, compassion, collaboration, and courage.
They continue to provide exceptional
care. Thank you to our residents, staff,
and families for giving us hope and
bringing light during these times of
uncertainty and fear. I hope this Holiday
Season has you reflect on many great
memories and wonderful reasons
to smile.

By Jen Armenia, Marketing Director
It’s hard to believe this is the last newsletter of 2020. Back in January, I remember hearing people looking forward to a
great new year as they said “good-bye” to
2019, as they had had a rough year. If they
only knew then, what they know now. How
often do we say that? Why do people wish
time away, only to
realize later in life
how fast it goes
and to cherish every moment?
Like the rest of
the world, The
Saybrook at Haddam has had quite
a different year.
We were gangbusters with new
admissions in the first quarter of the year,
along with a new construction project to
add more studio apartments. Admissions
slowed slightly in the beginning of the
second quarter due to the dreaded virus,
and then the construction project was put
on hold. While we all hunkered down, we
continued to see a slow, but steady, rate of
new residents joining us. People realized
the virus wouldn’t be vanquished quite so
fast and no longer wanted to “wait it out.”
They grew tired of being home alone, wondering how they’ll get their meals or medications. We’re so thankful they have entrusted us with their well-being and joined
us!
We made it 8 months before having any
positive coronavirus cases – not bad! We
all – staff, residents, and family – are to
thank for our great record. Without mentioning names, on page 8 (back page) is
a table illustrating how we compare to our
nearest competition as of 11-22-2020.

During Stressful Times

Right now, we're all
sharing a collective human
experience
called
"Coronavirus." And while
the basis of this experience
is one of FEAR for many
people, I invite you to see
this as an opportunity for
you to… remember the last
of our freedoms is to
choose our attitude, to
choose what we focus on.
We can’t change what’s
going on around us right
now, but we can focus on
what’s going on inside ourselves.”
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Here are Hal’s ideas on
how we can cope.
The first step: what
can you do to take care of
yourself right now? Take
responsibility for your
inner world. If you say,
“I’m afraid. I’m nervous.
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ASSOCIATE OF THE MONTH

Madison Guss
Madison has worked in the dining
room as a member of our waitstaff
team for three years. She is known
for her bubbly personality and big
smile. Madison has shown extreme
dedication through picking up extra
shifts, her willingness to help her
co-workers and her great attention
to residents’ needs. Madison is currently attending the University of
Saint Joseph’s and studying to become an RN. We’re very lucky to
have her as part of our team. Congratulations on being November’s
Associate of the Month, Madison!
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Holiday Hellos From Safe Harbor!

By Joan Szewczyk, Resident Liaison
Joanie Weldon: We used to have all
the aunts, uncles, cousins and everyone
else over on Christmas for a big
ham dinner.
Sandi Trudeau: For Thanksgiving, we
were working so hard selling our turkeys
that we all just had our individual holiday.
Christmas was different - we all got
together for a big celebration with my
daughter, her husband, grandchildren,
and the whole group, and my daughter
and son-in-law did all the cooking.
Tom Barnett: When I was in high school,
there was an annual town-wide tradition.
After having a Christmas Eve supper,
going to Midnight Mass and taking a
nap, about 150 junior and senior high
school kids would meet and split into

two groups with lists of people who were
sick. We would go to those neighborhoods, stand under the street lamps and
sing Christmas carols. It was wonderful
watching the lights go on in the houses.
As the sun rose, we split into three
groups and went to the three area hospitals and sang, while strolling around the
outsides of the hospitals. Then the lights
again would come on. One of the singers
had a humongous home and most of us
would end up at that house for breakfast,
then we’d go to our own homes around
9:30am Christmas morning for presents.
Jim Schneider: We used to have a big
crowd of family and friends on Thanksgiving and I cooked the big turkey dinner.
Christmas was celebrated with immediate
family and was a wonderful, quiet event.

MYSTERIOUS DECEMBER
One of the
most
ancient
Christmas songs
in the Western
world is titled “O
magnum mysterium,” which
means “O great
mystery!” The
mystery this ancient hymn celReverend Timothy Haut
ebrates is the
First Congregational Church
Christmas miraDeep River, CT
cle: that beasts
should see the new-born King lying
in a manger, and that a simple young
woman should be chosen to bring the
Lord into the world. We have forgotten
what an awesome mystery this is, and
we have transformed it into a cute little
scene of porcelain figures for our mantelpiece or an illustration for Christmas
cards that offer a mediocre wish for
“happy holidays.”
But mystery cannot be explained or
packaged. We, who have created such
a manageable world over which we try
to exercise our control, need a sense of
mystery more than ever. This seasons
of Advent and Christmas, as we stumble through the darkness and fearfulness of a pandemic, we are invited into
the dark places where only mystery can
serve to save us. This mystery wonders
why we are here to begin with, why in

this massive universe of stars and galaxies we are born and live and die. It
is the mystery we feel when we stand
outside on a December night and feel
the silence of stars. It is the mystery of
sorrow, as we seek to find in the debris
of our broken hearts some little stub of
a candle still burning. It is the mystery
of love, that miraculous thing which
embraces us even at the moments we
least deserve it. It is the mystery of a
hope that stirs us to believe in goodness when the world seems so bad. It
is the mystery that brings tears to our
eyes when we hear a piece of music or
a voice speaking to us in our dreams.
It is the mystery which proclaims that
the most important things in our lives
cannot be explained, and that we can
live with the unknown because life is a
poem and not a textbook. It is the mystery, most of all, of the Creator of the
universe who comes to us in a whisper
or a baby’s cry or a song in the night. He
comes to us – every little one of us – to
promise us that in the great unknown of
time and space, we are not forgotten.
He comes – mystery of mystery, wonder of wonders – to ask us to receive
Him, hold Him, love Him.
Walk in the mystery this season, as
strange and challenging as it may be.
Light a candle. Find a star to guide you.
Pray for someone you love more than
life itself. Sing “Silent Night.” Believe.
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HOW TO NAVIGATE THE HOLIDAYS
when a loved one has dementia
Holidays can be stressful and frustrating for caregivers and their loved
ones with Alzheimer’s disease or other dementias. With the right planning, however, this can still be a joyful time of year. Of course, special
considerations need to be made this year with regard to proper social
distancing and mask wearing in order to minimize potential exposure to
coronavirus in this especially vulnerable population.
A person with dementia may feel a sense of loss during the holidays—
missing someone who passed away a long time ago, or maybe not recognizing the family around them and feeling that something is wrong.
Caregivers can feel a similar sense of loss because their loved one is
not the same as during prior holidays. Tending to such emotions may
be particularly hard during the time of year when so much is going on.
It is common for people with dementia to lack enthusiasm and interest
in holidays. Activities they once loved might not make sense anymore;
special traditions like decorating, lighting candles, or having company
over for a big meal may become too bothersome, dangerous, or overstimulating to continue.
Fun Dementia-Friendly Activities
Simple, repetitive tasks are safe and fun to do. Such activities include
the following:
– Stringing garlands of popcorn or berries
– Linking paper chains
– Making wreaths
– Wrapping presents
SWING BRIDGE NEWS

– Creating photo albums
– Baking cookies
– Writing and addressing greeting cards
– Listening to holiday music
– Singing holiday songs
– Reading holiday or religious stories
Preparing Family for Holidays with Someone with Dementia
Many “gatherings” will be done over Zoom this year. If distant family and friends will be participating, have a meeting beforehand to talk
about your loved one. Be specific about what is and is not appropriate.
Cover the following topics, and any others you think are important:
– The stage of dementia and what symptoms they might see.
– Being patient during conversations, without correcting or questioning.
– Don’t be offended if he/she forgets you or acts inappropriately.
When visiting, bring a bag of tricks: holiday cards to look at together,
photographs or other memorabilia, music—especially singing songs together—are a wonderful ways to share an experience. People who may
have lost the ability to converse, may still have the ability to sing. The
best gifts at this point in one’s life tend to be those that are practical
in nature; such as easy to put on/take off clothing, music, books, word
games, and adult coloring books. The best gift of all; however, is you!
Be sure you are taking care of yourself so that you can be your best self
when calling or visiting. Happy Holidays!
From DemetiaCareCentral.com
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THE HOLIDAYS?
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SAYB ROOK’ S

HEALTH & WELLNESS
Avoiding the holiday blues in the
middle of a pandemic
The Holiday Blues are a real thing for many people, especially older adults. Forty-three percent of older adults
report feeling lonely on a regular basis, according to the
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. During
the holidays, especially in the middle of a pandemic, those
numbers may increase. The “holiday blues” can cause irritability, fatigue and sadness.
According to Psychology Today, a survey by the American Psychological
Association uncovered some interesting data about the
holiday blues:
• While the majority of people reported feelings of
happiness,
love,
and high spirits over
the holidays, those
emotions were often accompanied by
feelings of fatigue,
stress,
irritability,
bloating, and sadness.
• Thirty-eight percent of people surveyed said their
stress
level
increased during the
holiday
season.
Participants listed the top stressors as lack of time, lack of
money, commercialism, the pressures of gift-giving, and
family gatherings.
How to help avoid the holiday blues
1. Even though we are limited in our interactions this year,
phone or video calls discussing holiday plans and asking
for input makes people feel included and valued.
2. Make and deliver some of your loved one’s favorite
meals or treats.
3. Send pictures, past and present.
4. Talk about family traditions and ask about others’ favorites (think songs, movies, meals, experiences…).
5. Enjoy the moment: despite health, memory, or virus
DECEMBER 2020

December 2020’s Resident Profile: PAT VAN KIRK
by Joan Szewczyk
Resident Liaison

Patricia Ann Webb was born in Sharon,
CT on Dec 27, 1939 to Ida Loretta Hoppe
Webb and Theodore Wesley Webb. Pat’s
dad drove a propane truck and her
mom was a hairdresser. Pat was
an only child. The family lived
in Millerton, NY, where Pat
grew up. Pat was six when
her mom passed away, so
during the school year she
lived with various families
who had children. In the
summer, she lived with her
paternal grandmother in
Lakeville, CT. This went on for
four years until her dad remarried and then she lived with her dad
and his new wife.
Pat knew in fifth grade that she wanted
to be a teacher. She also knew her family would not be able to pay the tuition, so
she decided to put herself through college.

or events. That’s OK. Just roll with it.
8. Remember, even though holidays can be difficult, they
can also be magical – it’s all in how you look at it.
9. Stay active – exercise (both physical and menta) creates dopamine, the “feel good” chemical in our bodies.
10. Watch what you eat and drink – overindulging causes
weight gain, guilt, and lower immunity, to name a few. It’s
OK to treat yourself but know when to say “when.”
Note there is a difference between the holiday blues,
which typically go away when the holiday season ends,
and more severe depression, which lasts longer and interferes with activities of daily living. If the holiday season
passes and you’re still feeling depressed or anxious, it’s
best to consult with a medical professional.
SWING BRIDGE NEWS
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While still in high school, Pat worked six to
seven days a week at a retail store, a doctor’s office, and babysitting. She wanted to
teach business and was accepted into the
state university of New York in Albany. Pat
was accepted based on her high school
records. Unfortunately, she didn’t do well
on the entrance exam and the admissions director told Pat he
didn’t expect her to graduate. She was surprised at
this comment and said,
“I will because I want
to be a teacher.” When
she graduated, she
went to the admissions
office with her diploma
to wave it at the admissions director only to discover he had been fired!
Pat secured a teaching position
in Washingtonville, NY. She taught typing,
shorthand, and bookkeeping. Her career
was enjoyable because she liked helping
students reach their goals and fulfill their
passions. Pat met Charlie, her future husband and a History teacher, at the high
school when they chaperoned the junior
prom. He invited her to his family’s summer
cottage in the Adirondacks on Trout Lake
in Edwards, NY. Here, she met Charlie’s
mom, who she liked immediately. Charlie
proposed a short time later and they were
married November 30, 1963. Pat continued
to teach until she had her children, Amy
and Tod, and then filled in as a substitute
teacher whenever she could. Later, Pat
went back to teaching full-time, becoming the Department Chairman at Monroe
Woodbury High School.
Pat, Charlie, Charlie’s mother, Helen,
and the kids enjoyed many summers at
Trout Lake and now their children and four
grandchildren are enjoying the cottage.
Charlie’s family had some lovely antiques.
Pat developed an interest in antiques and
collected quite a few more pieces over the
years. She also enjoys walking, crossword
puzzles, challenging brain games, reading,
sewing, and embroidery.

After retirement, Pat and Charlie moved
to Cornwall-on-Hudson, NY; then in June
2018, they moved to The Saybrook at Haddam. Sadly, Charlie passed away in March
of this year. Pat continues to be a wonderful addition to our community.
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concerns, we are all able to enjoy the moment. Don’t let
anxiety take away from your time together – this is the perfect opportunity to simply enjoy what is.
6. Let people express their grief over those no longer
with us – together, you can celebrate positive aspects of
their memories.
7. Don’t expect people to remember everything – as time
goes on, it may be difficult to recall specific dates, names,

SPOTLIGHT
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Holiday Hellos From Safe Harbor!

By Joan Szewczyk, Resident Liaison
Joanie Weldon: We used to have all
the aunts, uncles, cousins and everyone
else over on Christmas for a big
ham dinner.
Sandi Trudeau: For Thanksgiving, we
were working so hard selling our turkeys
that we all just had our individual holiday.
Christmas was different - we all got
together for a big celebration with my
daughter, her husband, grandchildren,
and the whole group, and my daughter
and son-in-law did all the cooking.
Tom Barnett: When I was in high school,
there was an annual town-wide tradition.
After having a Christmas Eve supper,
going to Midnight Mass and taking a
nap, about 150 junior and senior high
school kids would meet and split into

two groups with lists of people who were
sick. We would go to those neighborhoods, stand under the street lamps and
sing Christmas carols. It was wonderful
watching the lights go on in the houses.
As the sun rose, we split into three
groups and went to the three area hospitals and sang, while strolling around the
outsides of the hospitals. Then the lights
again would come on. One of the singers
had a humongous home and most of us
would end up at that house for breakfast,
then we’d go to our own homes around
9:30am Christmas morning for presents.
Jim Schneider: We used to have a big
crowd of family and friends on Thanksgiving and I cooked the big turkey dinner.
Christmas was celebrated with immediate
family and was a wonderful, quiet event.

MYSTERIOUS DECEMBER
One of the
most
ancient
Christmas songs
in the Western
world is titled “O
magnum mysterium,” which
means “O great
mystery!” The
mystery this ancient hymn celReverend Timothy Haut
ebrates is the
First Congregational Church
Christmas miraDeep River, CT
cle: that beasts
should see the new-born King lying
in a manger, and that a simple young
woman should be chosen to bring the
Lord into the world. We have forgotten
what an awesome mystery this is, and
we have transformed it into a cute little
scene of porcelain figures for our mantelpiece or an illustration for Christmas
cards that offer a mediocre wish for
“happy holidays.”
But mystery cannot be explained or
packaged. We, who have created such
a manageable world over which we try
to exercise our control, need a sense of
mystery more than ever. This seasons
of Advent and Christmas, as we stumble through the darkness and fearfulness of a pandemic, we are invited into
the dark places where only mystery can
serve to save us. This mystery wonders
why we are here to begin with, why in

this massive universe of stars and galaxies we are born and live and die. It
is the mystery we feel when we stand
outside on a December night and feel
the silence of stars. It is the mystery of
sorrow, as we seek to find in the debris
of our broken hearts some little stub of
a candle still burning. It is the mystery
of love, that miraculous thing which
embraces us even at the moments we
least deserve it. It is the mystery of a
hope that stirs us to believe in goodness when the world seems so bad. It
is the mystery that brings tears to our
eyes when we hear a piece of music or
a voice speaking to us in our dreams.
It is the mystery which proclaims that
the most important things in our lives
cannot be explained, and that we can
live with the unknown because life is a
poem and not a textbook. It is the mystery, most of all, of the Creator of the
universe who comes to us in a whisper
or a baby’s cry or a song in the night. He
comes to us – every little one of us – to
promise us that in the great unknown of
time and space, we are not forgotten.
He comes – mystery of mystery, wonder of wonders – to ask us to receive
Him, hold Him, love Him.
Walk in the mystery this season, as
strange and challenging as it may be.
Light a candle. Find a star to guide you.
Pray for someone you love more than
life itself. Sing “Silent Night.” Believe.
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HOW TO NAVIGATE THE HOLIDAYS
when a loved one has dementia
Holidays can be stressful and frustrating for caregivers and their loved
ones with Alzheimer’s disease or other dementias. With the right planning, however, this can still be a joyful time of year. Of course, special
considerations need to be made this year with regard to proper social
distancing and mask wearing in order to minimize potential exposure to
coronavirus in this especially vulnerable population.
A person with dementia may feel a sense of loss during the holidays—
missing someone who passed away a long time ago, or maybe not recognizing the family around them and feeling that something is wrong.
Caregivers can feel a similar sense of loss because their loved one is
not the same as during prior holidays. Tending to such emotions may
be particularly hard during the time of year when so much is going on.
It is common for people with dementia to lack enthusiasm and interest
in holidays. Activities they once loved might not make sense anymore;
special traditions like decorating, lighting candles, or having company
over for a big meal may become too bothersome, dangerous, or overstimulating to continue.
Fun Dementia-Friendly Activities
Simple, repetitive tasks are safe and fun to do. Such activities include
the following:
– Stringing garlands of popcorn or berries
– Linking paper chains
– Making wreaths
– Wrapping presents
SWING BRIDGE NEWS

– Creating photo albums
– Baking cookies
– Writing and addressing greeting cards
– Listening to holiday music
– Singing holiday songs
– Reading holiday or religious stories
Preparing Family for Holidays with Someone with Dementia
Many “gatherings” will be done over Zoom this year. If distant family and friends will be participating, have a meeting beforehand to talk
about your loved one. Be specific about what is and is not appropriate.
Cover the following topics, and any others you think are important:
– The stage of dementia and what symptoms they might see.
– Being patient during conversations, without correcting or questioning.
– Don’t be offended if he/she forgets you or acts inappropriately.
When visiting, bring a bag of tricks: holiday cards to look at together,
photographs or other memorabilia, music—especially singing songs together—are a wonderful ways to share an experience. People who may
have lost the ability to converse, may still have the ability to sing. The
best gifts at this point in one’s life tend to be those that are practical
in nature; such as easy to put on/take off clothing, music, books, word
games, and adult coloring books. The best gift of all; however, is you!
Be sure you are taking care of yourself so that you can be your best self
when calling or visiting. Happy Holidays!
From DemetiaCareCentral.com
DECEMBER 2020
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HOW DID YOU CELEBRATE
THE HOLIDAYS?
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continued from page 1

these things that were strongly reinforced for us: live every day to its
fullest, be grateful for the little things, no amount of worry will change
the future, take advantage of technology (thank you Zoom and FaceTime), and stay connected to those you cherish.
While we don’t know what the future will look like, one thing is for
certain. We are so happy and thankful for our wonderful residents, their
families, our staff, and to live and work in such a great community. We
wish you a Happy, Healthy Holiday Season.

Coronavirus Cases 2020

As we wrap up construction and move into 2021, we look forward to
returning to the normal hum of everyday life and to having seven brand
new apartments to offer. Thank you, everyone, for your patience!
Hopefully without sounding too cliché, looking back at 2020 I offer

SCHEDULED OUTDOOR AND ZOOM OR FACETIME VISITS ARE ALWAYS
AVAILABLE. INDOOR VISITS ARE AVAILABLE WHEN CIRCUMSTANCES ALLOW
THEM. PLEASE CALL YOUR RESPECTIVE RECREATION DIRECTOR (BELOW)
FOR DETAILS OR TO SCHEDULE A VISIT.
Merri Anne Larensen, Director of IL/AL Recreation, can be reached at
recreation@thesaybrookathaddam.com or by calling 860-345-3774.

STEVE PIRO
December 5

FRANK DeFAZIO
December
18
Perry

Phillips
AL ABELHAUSER
Executive Director
December 18

BILL HAMMOND
December 9

MARY SMITH
December 19

LOU FEDAK
December 15

LOUISE BURKHARDT
December 26
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Susan Judge, Director of Safe Harbor Recreation, can be reached at
sjudge@thesaybrookathaddam.com or by calling 860-345-3779.

Happy Birthday!
JOAN BUTTERWORTH
December 2

DECEMBER 2020

I am sure most of you are readPAT VAN KIRK
ing headlines
each day about the
December 27
Coronavirus outbreak across the
IMPORTANT NOTICE
TO FAMILIES
globe.
We continue to utilize infecWe send newsletters and other important
notifications by email. Iftion
you arecontrol
not
measures to keep our
receiving them already, please email
community clean and disinfected.
JArmenia@TheSaybrookAtHaddam.com
the following information: your name,
In to,addition,
we remain vigilant
the resident you are related
the email
address you’d like us toabout
use, and reminding
your
residents and ashome address and phone number.
sociates about frequent hand
washing, not touching their faces,
covering coughs and sneezes, and
notifying the Wellness Department
if they aren't feeling well.
As this situation evolves, we will
continue to update our families on
the steps we are taking to protect
residents. Meanwhile, we are encouraging residents to maintain
meaningful family contact while

Welcome,
New Residents!
ED NEWMAN
Staying
Balanced
NINA COWELL
RYAN
This isFRANK
a fantastic
tran-

script of Hal Elrod’s Miracle
Morning podcast and FaceBook post dated March 21,
2020, and the message was
so apropos, I had to share it
CONNECTICUT’S PREMIER
with
you here.
SENIOR
LIVING COMMUNITY
“There’s a stronger,
Saybrook
Roadmore
more 1556
resilient,
and
Haddam, CT 06438
conscious860-345-0090
version of ourTheSaybrookAtHaddam.com
selves
that we’re forced to
tap into amid adversity and
challenges and fearful unknown, uncertain circumstances. And when we do,
when we tap into the best
that’s within ourselves, we
become better. We evolve.

What A Year It’s Been!

HAPPY HOLIDAYS
We all know this will be a very different
Holiday Season; we want to make it as
joyful and special as possible for the
residents at The Saybrook at Haddam.
Now that Thanksgiving has passed,
we have started decorating the community with the help of residents. We
are happy to help residents decorate
their apartments
as well. If family wishes to drop
off decorations,
please make sure
items are boxed
and clearly marked
with the resident’s
name and leave
it at the reception
area. Our goal is
to provide an opportunity for family gift
exchanges as the holidays get closer.
This will depend heavily on our visitation status with regard to Covid. We’ll
keep you posted.
A tremendous thank-you to our staff
for their commitment, dedication, compassion, collaboration, and courage.
They continue to provide exceptional
care. Thank you to our residents, staff,
and families for giving us hope and
bringing light during these times of
uncertainty and fear. I hope this Holiday
Season has you reflect on many great
memories and wonderful reasons
to smile.

By Jen Armenia, Marketing Director
It’s hard to believe this is the last newsletter of 2020. Back in January, I remember hearing people looking forward to a
great new year as they said “good-bye” to
2019, as they had had a rough year. If they
only knew then, what they know now. How
often do we say that? Why do people wish
time away, only to
realize later in life
how fast it goes
and to cherish every moment?
Like the rest of
the world, The
Saybrook at Haddam has had quite
a different year.
We were gangbusters with new
admissions in the first quarter of the year,
along with a new construction project to
add more studio apartments. Admissions
slowed slightly in the beginning of the
second quarter due to the dreaded virus,
and then the construction project was put
on hold. While we all hunkered down, we
continued to see a slow, but steady, rate of
new residents joining us. People realized
the virus wouldn’t be vanquished quite so
fast and no longer wanted to “wait it out.”
They grew tired of being home alone, wondering how they’ll get their meals or medications. We’re so thankful they have entrusted us with their well-being and joined
us!
We made it 8 months before having any
positive coronavirus cases – not bad! We
all – staff, residents, and family – are to
thank for our great record. Without mentioning names, on page 8 (back page) is
a table illustrating how we compare to our
nearest competition as of 11-22-2020.

During Stressful Times

Right now, we're all
sharing a collective human
experience
called
"Coronavirus." And while
the basis of this experience
is one of FEAR for many
people, I invite you to see
this as an opportunity for
you to… remember the last
of our freedoms is to
choose our attitude, to
choose what we focus on.
We can’t change what’s
going on around us right
now, but we can focus on
what’s going on inside ourselves.”

Jen Armenia
Marketing Director

Here are Hal’s ideas on
how we can cope.
The first step: what
can you do to take care of
yourself right now? Take
responsibility for your
inner world. If you say,
“I’m afraid. I’m nervous.

Perry Phillips
Executive DirectorContinued on back page
Perry Phillips
Executive Director

ASSOCIATE OF THE MONTH

Madison Guss
Madison has worked in the dining
room as a member of our waitstaff
team for three years. She is known
for her bubbly personality and big
smile. Madison has shown extreme
dedication through picking up extra
shifts, her willingness to help her
co-workers and her great attention
to residents’ needs. Madison is currently attending the University of
Saint Joseph’s and studying to become an RN. We’re very lucky to
have her as part of our team. Congratulations on being November’s
Associate of the Month, Madison!

Staying

This is a fantasti
Associate of the Month
—
Sheryl
Nosal
INSIDE Spotlight On Pat Van Kirk • Beat The Holiday Blues • Birthdays
Sheryl

Nosal

is March’s

continued on page 8

script of Hal Elrod’s

